Robotic Techniques
Novel Nerve Sparing Techniques
   Alex Grobonos, MD, FACS

Single Port Robotic Radical Prostatectomy
   Simone Crivellaro, MD, MHA

Active Surveillance
Do Black Men Really Have a Higher Failure Rate on Active Surveillance?
   Adam B. Murphy, MD, MBA, MSCI

Updates on Quality Metrics in Active Surveillance
   Gregory B. Auffenberg, MD

The Next “New Normal” – Active Surveillance for Grade Group 2 Prostate Cancer
   Scott Eggener, MD

Biomarkers
Update on RNA Based Biomarkers for Decision Making
   Edward Schaeffer, MD

Germline Genetics: What Do You Need to Know?
   Brian T. Helfand, MD

Imaging
Novel US Imaging Techniques for Biopsy or MRI Advances
   Andrew J. Stephenson, MD

PET/CT Imaging?
   Ashley E. Ross, MD, PhD

Keynote
Role of Urologic Surgeon in Recurrent Prostate Cancer
   Brian F. Chapin, MD